Mellophone

Uptown Funk

King

Groovy $\frac{1}{4} = 120$
Clap w/snare
1st X only

Both Xs
Starr's Mill High School
Fight Song

Theodore C. Van Etten (1913)
Horn in F

$\text{\tt \Large Fight Song - RSMS Version}$

$\text{\tt \Large Ett \text{\tt \tiny en}}$

$\text{\tt \Large \text{\tt \tiny \dagger = 140}}$

\begin{align*}
\text{\tt \Large 10} \\
\text{\tt \Large 17} \\
\text{\tt \Large 26}
\end{align*}
Horn in F

Still Fly

\[ \text{Musical notation} \]
Rock And Roll Music Part Two (The Hey Song)